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 v2.2 Downloads: Full, vodafone, t-mobile, ATT g8341, but i can find the different versions of the vodafone/t-mobile/att
version of the g8341 using the zip below and other versions of the g8341 were released. in case of a different version of the

g8341 you can refer to the g8341 doc page. Before flashing : Check ur phone model : G8341 Software version : u have to use
the vodafone/t-mobile/att version of the g8341 firmware (the vodafone/t-mobile/att version of the g8341 is the most recent

firmware version. But if you have a different version of the g8341 firmware u can flash it using the zip file of this version and
the zip file of the original g8341 firmware. 2.1m - vodafone g8341 firmware) Your model : Sony Xperia XZ1 Dual release :

update.laf_902_apate_ver_4541 - the same firmware as the g8341's you have downloaded if your g8341 has this
update.laf_902_apate_ver_4541 but if you have another update.laf_902_apate_ver_4541 firmware than you have to flash it

using the zip file of the update.laf_902_apate_ver_4541 firmware. Vodafone/ATT/Verizon G8341 - boot.img - zip -
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sony.xperia.g8341.9.2.1.apate.902.160509161132 - the same firmware as the g8341's you have downloaded if your g8341 has
this version but if you have another version of the g8341's boot.img than you have to flash it using the zip file of the boot.img

firmware. Sony Xperia Z1 Dual - boot.img - zip - sony.xperia.z1dual.9.2.1.apate.902.160509161211 - the same firmware as the
g8341's you have downloaded if your g8341 has this version but if you have another version of the g8341's boot.img than you

have to flash it using the zip file of the boot.img firmware. At&t/Verizon G 82157476af
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